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EDUCATION
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH, US  2011-2013  
Master of Design in Graphic Communication Design

Tongji University
Shanghai, China  2006-2010  
Bachalor of Engineering in Industrial Design

SKILLS
Design
Literature review, persona creation, problem sorting, 
scenario development, storyboarding, experience 
mapping, wireframing, prototyping, usability test.

Software
Illustrator, Indesign, Photoshop, Dreamwaver, Aftereffect, 
Axure, Coreldraw, Rhino

EXPERIENCE

2013 Professional Design Camp  2013
Teaching Assistant
Helped the professors and the campers to communicate 
in class and in field trips to the design companies. 

Goto Industrial Design Co. Ltd  2009-2010
Intern
Participated in the projects of kitchen appliance design 
of Supor. 

Cincinnati Children Hospital  2012-2013
Intern
Redesigned the interface of I2B2 (Informatics for 
Integrated Biology & the Bedside) system, to optimize 
the workflows and the data visulization.

Smartshape Design Co.  2013-2014
UX Designer
Work on UX design project for medical devices and 
medical apps. Mainly do wireframing and workflows.

Leapwise Media  2014-now
Digital Marketing Research Specialist
Perform marketing research and create digital media 
strategies. Assist in the creation of new media rich 
consumer experiences across a variety of industries.

Smartshape Design Co. New Website Design
2014
Did research about the current trend of company website styles 
associating with the company branding. Created website structure, 
workflow, wireframe and interaction. Involved in designing the graphic 
elements in details and animation.

Tap.In2 Food Ordering Mobile App Design
2015

Blue Spark Temperature Tracking Patch Design
and App Demo
2014
Worked as part of a team to design a demo package including product, 
branding and UI. Be mainly in charge of the app demo design. Created 
the wireframe of every user interface based on analysis of the user 
workflow. Conducted usability test to understand users’ using habits and 
preference. Visualized the user interfaces with graphical elements and 
color palette associating with branding design.

Worked with another UI Designer to redesign Tap.In2’s food ordering 
mobile app, pitched to Cleveland Cavs and other NBA teams to 
incorporate it within their existing apps, for users to use in the team’s 
venue. Revised the workflow and wireframe of the entire app, and 
created a white labeled UI skin.

Online Ticketing System Design (confidential)
2014-2015
Worked with another UX Designer on this project for one of the clients. 
Did marketing research to identify the needs of the target users. 
Analyzed the current system and reconstructed the information 
structure. Created new workflow, wireframe and UI elements, and did 
usability test to verify the proposals.

User Interface Redesign of I2B2 System
2013
Worked as part of the I2B2 Redesign team focused on improving users’ 
browsing experience and optimize data visualization. Conducted 
interviews to understand users’ using problems and their expectations. 
Did case studies to better understand user workflow.  Created the 
wireframe and interaction of Query Tool section. Individually designed 
the wireframe, interaction and visualization of Patient List page.

Chamberlain Door Opener Design Research
2012
Worked as a group to analyze focus group’s needs, business elements, 
with Chamberlain’s technologies, and emerge them together to identify 
the market trends in home security system, also find out the 
opportunities of product development in the future for Chamberlain. 
Visited four houses to observe target users’ living environment. Created 
personas to indentify specific problems. Analyze the potential market 
with business oppotunities. Drew illustration to visualize the 
oppotunity ideas.


